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Feeling a bit bored? Still mostly stuck at home, with most-
ly quiet HF bands (or rather, mostly noise)? Luckily for
you, your monthly dose of ham radio therapy is here!

Let’s do some exploring together, both in the pages of this
issue and on your radio.

We can start with our cover, joining K3WHC and W2RMA
as they explore Blue Mountain in central Pennsylvania,
where they set up their portable stations (with proper social
distancing) to work some microwave DX. Part of a group
of about a dozen microwave enthusiasts, their contacts on
three bands covered distances of up to 200+ miles. You
can read all about their adventures in “On the Cover” on
page 100, and in this month’s “VHF+” column on page 77.
You can also read there about amazing conditions this
summer on 6 meters, including openings criss-crossing the
United States and even some from western North America
into Europe! 

As W2RMA explains in “On the Cover,” the microwave
bands offer a wide range of propagation fun, including ducts,
tropo, rain scatter, and even airplane scatter. Bill says he
keeps his 10-GHz gear in his car during the summer to be
able to quickly take advantage of rain scatter opportunities.
Worried about the cost of getting on a new band like 10 GHz?
Check out this month’s Antennas column, in which WA5VJB
shows us how to put together an “X-band” receive station
for the “cheap-ham-happy” sum of roughly $40!

Our next few stops can be at the other end of the radio
spectrum. The results of this year’s CQ World Wide 160-
Meter Contest (p. 16) show that “Top Band” is the place to
be at the bottom of the sunspot cycle. For the (slightly) more
adventurous, KB5NJD is here every three months to guide
us through the amazing things that are possible on our
newest bands, 630 and 2200 meters. And you don’t need
acres of land for antennas, either.

Hams with few or no antenna options might enjoy explor-
ing modes and apps that blend ham radio and the internet,
such as “Peanut,” the subject of our lead feature this month
on page 12. Peanut was developed by a Dutch ham to link
different digital voice networks, such as D-STAR, DMR, and
System Fusion, which normally can’t talk with each other. It
also provides antenna-restricted hams with the ability to join
on-air ragchews through their computers.

Speaking of digital, have you explored digital keyboard
modes recently, such as FT8 and its variants? These weak-
signal modes are keeping DXers busy even when their ears
suggest that bands are dead. And have you checked out
related modes such as WSPR (Weak Signal Propagation
Reporter) and RBN (the Reverse Beacon Network)? These
incredible DX aids can alert you to band openings you might
otherwise never have imagined, on bands the “common wis-
dom” tells you aren’t even worth listening to. That same
“common wisdom” tells us it’s pointless to flip the band
switch on our HF rigs to the “28” position at the bottom of a
sunspot cycle. Yet, we’ve been seeing reports of excellent
openings on 10 meters … even without a sunspot in sight. 

The next stop on our ham radio safari is in your own shack,
specifically the workbench part of it. If you can’t get out as
much as you’d like to soak up the summer heat, heat up your

soldering iron instead! Have you built a kit lately? How about
a project from a magazine article for which you have to lay
out the circuit yourself? Or one that requires you to dip your
toes (figuratively only, please) into surface-mount soldering?
There’s a whole chunk of ham radio that has very little to do
with making contacts. It’s the technological “sandbox” in
which we can build, design, and experiment.

Bottom line: There’s never “nothing to do” in ham radio
as long as you’re willing to explore everything our hobby
has to offer. Try something new. Who knows? You might
get hooked!

73 to K3ZJ and Welcome to N3QE
This month’s Contesting column marks the completion of
five years as Contest Editor for Dave Siddall, K3ZJ. It is also
his final column. As Dave explains in his column, his work
demands have been increasing but he also felt the five-year
mark was a good time to turn the column over to someone
from a younger generation, as he puts it. At Dave’s recom-
mendation, he will be succeeded as Contest Editor, starting
next month, by Tim Shoppa, N3QE. 

Tim is very active in the Potomac Valley Radio Club
(PVRC), which he has served as secretary for several years.
He also closely tracks individual contester and contest club
activities worldwide. While Tim is a frequent guest operator
at big multi-multi stations, the “antenna farm” at his home
station in the Washington, DC suburbs consists of a single
wire antenna. He is regularly at the top of the charts in the
Tri-Bander / Wires category of the CQ WPX contests, and
he had the top U.S. 80-meter score in the 2018 CQ DX
Marathon. This gives Tim the benefit of a dual perspective
on contest operating, both from “big gun” and “little pistol”
stations, which he will begin sharing with our readers as of
next month.

I want to thank Dave for carrying on the tradition of excel-
lence in CQ’s contesting column for the past five years, and
for adding his perspective to a variety of matters. I also look
forward to working with Tim. 73, Dave, and welcome, Tim!

– 73, Rich, W2VU
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